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Abstract: Books help people to understand, inspire and influence, but sometimes it helps
the people to discover themselves. When we talk about books we talk about writers. Women
who create home when she imagine she create Fantasy, Drama, Suspense, Fiction and
Romance. Women portray women in the most realistic way, if she is traditional does not
mean she is mute and if she is modern does not mean she is available. Women writers
break through the stereotype image of women and introduce the society the face of women
who has the capability to create and the power to destroy. Hence give the society a thought
which could tell women are not only the person they judge by clothes and actions she is
much more than that.
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INTRODUCTION
According to me every women is a writer because whenever she gives birth to a person
she writes a new story in the world. When the women take the opportunity to write
down; they breakthrough the mindset of society. They highlight the pain of an
oppressed woman; highlight the gender difference, political status of women and many
more. The issues that are in front of everyone but society takes it lightly, they say this
happens, they made it normal and regular. When all these issues are pen down with the
insight of a woman, makes everyone to ponder upon the actual scenario. They make the
people know it’s not necessary what is normal for society is acceptable for women. The
women writers who are making the society think on their action were not that
privileged; Female writers had to go through many struggles to reach the current status
of them in literature. This paper concludes the writings, the emotions and struggle of
the women to change the point of view of society in which they live.
I.

II.

THE CHANGE

Struggle to Write:
Women writes who has given world the greatest novels, beautiful short stories, poems and
essays best ever of their times. This didn’t come easy. Literature world was not going to
accept that easy the work of female writers. Centuries of struggle are behind to make their
work noticed and praised. They used male pen names to get their work published. Thanks to
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the progressive writings of female writers those never gave up on situations they struggled
with the situations and society to make an impact.
Form of Writing and Impact:
Women has touched all the areas of writing and proved their excellence. But some of their
work has not only surprised and enlighten the world but also shown them the need of change
of perspective towards women.
Biographies:
Biographies and autobiographies are the picture of someone’s life. This makes people to
know about the person better. The dairy of a young girl is one of finest work of its time. With
the life of Anne Frank you can assume the life of Jews at the time of Nazi’s occupation of
Netherlands. This book is published in more than 60 languages. This tells the story of a girl
who want to live a normal life which she cannot and so many people could relate to that.
Maya Angelou is one of the writers who wrote six autobiographies in an unstructured manner
without censorship and pushed the boundaries for women writers to open up and write about
what they feel.

Figure 1: "Dairy of young girl"
Source: http://belikewaterproduction.com
Novels:
Novels are the best way to poetry imagination and experiences with the help of
characters. Best work are done by Charlotte Bronte, she made an impact on society by
showing the daily struggle of an oppressed women. Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote an anti
slavery novel which opened many American hearts. J. K. Rolling wrote Harry Potter and
gave new dimensions to fantasy she inspire women to work in struggle and be everything
from nothing.

Figure 2: J.K. Rolling
Source: http://robindavisstudio.com
Poems:
Poetry is one of the most difficult art forms of writing. But when the Nightingale of
India writes poems, works as the flame in the society to enhance the greed for freedom. When
a girl with a traumatic life gives rhyme to the words she became the Nobel Prize winner
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Gabriela Mistral; who gives hope to the women get through situations in life and makes an
impact on world.

Figure 3 Sarojini Naidu
Source: www.quotespick.com
There is much more except this which the world has got from the female writers. When the
women write the BLACK color words creates the rainbow of feelings, painting of emotions
and impact of change. Whenever society became blind there are writers who open there eyes
with the help of characters, story and criticism. They declare the need for change and the lead
the path for free and independent women.
CONCLUSION
After all that we could say that life of women is not been easier in the field of literature
just like other fields. But women means power; Power to break all the barriers and
illuminate the world.
They have given them the real situation of women, how they feel, how they work, is she
happy with what she has. They ask questions to the society and give more strength to the
respect of women.
In so many forms female writers has expressed so much about a women. They write with
their experiences and wake up the society who sometimes neglect, ignore and objectify
women. They write about each and every corner of her mind and heart and show the
society that she is worth a life to be spent on.
Female writers explain the actual women a mother, a daughter, a sister, a wife. The
creation of god who is sustaining the world. She is to be loved and admired not to be
judged and restricted.
All at end female writers are women who empower the role of women in society.
III.
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